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4 PRESENTATION:  INTERVIEW WITH PRINCIPAL

“We have been 
consolidating 
educational innovation 
in college for more 
than ten years”

With 135 years of educational experience, Salesians Sarrià 
works to offer its students an education adapted to the times 
by including new courses of study and adapting its training 
offer to market needs. We are also heavily committed to 
internationalisation through learning English in classes and 
with international programmes. 

What are the most important changes in the 
area of educational innovation at Salesians 
Sarrià? 

We recently obtained the innovative college cer-
tificate from the Catalan Department of Educa-
tion, a distinction we obtained by dint of our work 
in the application of new in-class methodologies  
through Project-Based Learning (PBL) in our  
Vocational Education and Training (VET) courses or  
Cooperative Learning, which is applied to the  
Spanish Baccalaureate. 

For more than 10 years now we have been working on 
improving innovation and on the most suitable me-
thodologies for each one of the courses of study that 
we offer. Our teaching staff are retrained constantly 

in order to adapt their classes to the needs of the cu-
rrent world.

In recent years you have been working on 
adapting Dual Vocational Education and Trai-
ning (Dual VET). What are the benefits of the-
se courses of study for the students?

In recent academic years, we have applied Dual VET to 
more than 90% of our VET courses. This methodology 
allows the students to do a large part of their education 
in-company. In this way, the students have a greater 
chance of getting a job and can learn by working on real 
projects. This format provides them with extra motiva-
tion in their training and are studies that are increa-
singly better appreciated by companies on the market. 

ENTREVISTA AMB JOSÉ ABASCAL,
DIRECTOR TITULAR DE SALESIANS SARRIÀ

INTERVIEW WITH JOSÉ ABASCAL,
PRINCIPAL OF SALESIANS SARRIÀ
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‘City of Joy’ (Zambia) by a group of Higher-Level VET 
students who do maintenance work in an orphanage. 
Moreover, we work jointly with the Social Services of 
the Barcelona City Council on the “Repassem Junts” 
project in which Spanish Baccalaureate students 
give revision classes to a group of about 45 children 
and adolescents from the district of Sarrià.

One of the pillars being promoted is sus-
tainability. On what projects is the college 
working?

Besides being part of the Xarxa Escoles + Sosteni-
bles, this year we opened our green roof, the winner 
of the “Green Roofs” project sponsored by the Barce-
lona City Council. We have set up an area of 191 m² 
in the college yard, where photovoltaic panels, two 
wind turbines, an insect hotel and a spacious vege-
tation area have been installed to enable the stu-
dents from the Renewable Energies VET course to do 
part of their work experience at college.

Besides this project, the college has always 
addressed sustainability in its classes, promoting 
energy-saving or the sustainable management of 
household and industrial waste.

What is the college’s social commitment? 

Salesians Sarrià has a clear social vocation that is 
part of one of its strategic lines. We are a welcoming, 
integrating, quality college. We have a clear and res-
ponsible vision of what inclusive education in Voca-
tional Education and Training means.

The International Baccalaureate is one of the 
college’s greatest commitments. How have 
the first few years of these studies gone?

The International Baccalaureate (IB) is kindling 
increasingly greater interest among students 
since it allows them to study at any national and 
international university of renown. The first class 
of students from the school graduated this year 
with performances above the European average. 
Moreover, we opened a third line this year and have 
more than 120 students doing this course of studies. 

In an increasingly more global world, how 
is internationalisation applied to post- 
compulsory education?

Salesians Sarrià implements different initiatives in 
order to promote language-learning, particularly 
English. In some VET courses, more than 40% of the 
classes are taught in English, and more than 33% of 
classes in the Spanish Baccalaureate pathways are 
taught in English. Moreover, a group of language 
assistants are also involved in the classes and colla-
borate with the teachers in order to give the classes 
in a foreign language. 

Our students are given the chance to participate 
in exchange programmes with foreign students, 
get work experience in European companies or 
do part of the course in a college abroad. Learning 
English is also fostered among the teachers through 
conversation classes in the college and exchange 
programmes. Almost half of our teaching staff is 
certified to give classes in English. 

Solidarity is one of the cornerstones of  
Salesians Sarrià. What projects is the college 
currently carrying out? 

We engage in supportive activities at home and 
abroad. “Share the Light”, a finalist project in 
the area of education of the Premios Fundación 
Telefónica al Voluntariado, is being carried out in 

“We offer more than 90% of our 
VET courses in the Dual option”

“This year we opened a third line 
of International Baccalaureate, 

currently attended by more than 
120 students at the college”

“Salesians Sarrià has obtained the 
innovative school certificate”
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OUR
COLLEGE

Salesians Sarrià works to ensure that 
students have a family setting with a direct 
interaction with the entire educational 
community. To this end, we hold different 
training and cultural activities to make the 
students feel part of the college.

The activities that we carry out are part of the Pastoral Educational 
Programme that seeks to provide students with a comprehensive education 
involving different activities, actions and supportive projects. Moreover, we 
are committed to language-learning through our International Relations 
department. Salesians Sarrià organises different healthy and sustainable 
activities such as the new green roof in the college yard.

>  PRESENTATION OF THE COLLEGE

>  EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMME

>  ’SHARE THE LIGHT’

>  GREEN ROOF

>  INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

>  LANGUAGE ASSISTANTS
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Quality teaching is one of the commitments that 
has characterised Salesians Sarrià in the course of 
135 years of experience in technical education.

Our college:

PRESENTATION OF 
SALESIANS SARRIÀ

Over the years, we have gradually adapted our educa-
tional offer to meet educational, training and business 
needs. We currently offer a quality post-compulsory 
education: the Spanish Baccalaureate and Vocatio-
nal Education and Training studies.

The college is characterised by a family environment 
with a close and direct approach. Our teaching staff 
responds to students’ training and occupational 
needs. One of the objectives is for the students to 
become reference professionals, independent and 
responsible individuals in the job world.

One of the commitments made by Salesians Sarrià 
is to pedagogical innovation, which is why we work 
in order to implement Dual VET and Project-Based 
Learning (PBL) in the VET courses. Our Spanish 
Baccalaureate and International Baccalaureate are 
intended to foster cooperative learning among 
students.

Our innovative model of educational action is 
based on the relationship between the student 
and the enterprise, since they begin to maintain 
a relationship from the very outset of their post-
compulsory education. Moreover, we have a Job 
Centre that places students and companies in direct 
contact with each other.

Language-learning is one of the mainstays of all 
professionals. For this reason, we promote Inter-
national Relations through exchange programmes, 
conversation classes in the college, work experience 
programmes and stays in European countries.

Salesians Sarrià aspires to being a reference 
college that is committed to culture, peace, 
internationalisation, solidarity and health. This is 
why we have joined the UNESCO Associated Schools 
Project Network (ASPnet) and have created the 
UNESCO Associated Schools Work Team.

• We have an innovative model of educational 
activity based on the relationship between 
students and business.  

• Our International Relations Department 
coordinates work experience and stages in 
different European countries.  

• We offer professional pathways among Middle-
Level VET courses, Spanish Baccalaureate and 

Higher-Level  VET courses and 
engineering degrees at the EUSS. 

• We issue professional certificates to  
complement official qualifications.  

• Students and families can use our  
educational psychology and careers service.  

• The Job Centre connects students and  
companies for job placement.  

SALESIANS SARRIÀ, A MODEL COLLEGE
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Our college:

PASTORAL EDUCATIONAL 
PROGRAMME

Our pastoral educational programme stresses the fact 
that the college, as a privileged educational space, 
must go further that the mere academic training of 
its students. Our aim is the integrated education of 
the individual: values, attitudes, a profound sense of 
life and of transcendence and competencies. 

Salesians Sarrià seeks to follow the model of person 
defined in the era of Don Bosco by the Preventive Sys-
tem: being an honest citizen and a good Christian.

The college must become a space of innovation and 
educational and evangelist research at the service of 
young people and society at large.

We strive to offer our students high-quality theoreti-
cal and technical training to enable them to become 
competent professionals. With this objective in mind, 
we also strive to guarantee a solid human training that 
will help them in their overall process of maturation.

The leitmotif of this academic year is the slogan: DIS-
COVER YOURSELF. It is intended to invite students to 
look inwards, since only by knowing ourselves fully 
can we accept and love ourselves as we are in order to 
become fulfilled and happy individuals.

Young people must see themselves the way they 
really are in order to understand and find their place 
in their environment and in this way, and at the same 
time, gradually discover the profound meaning of life.

Discovering our deepest self also allows us to disco-
ver the path of God. This year’s slogan also calls upon 
us to go out and develop our personal talent to the 
maximum extent possible and establish meaningful 
relationships.
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The college works on three basic lines: solidarity, sustainability and a healthier education. This 
is why we organise different activities so that students will accrue first-hand experience in them.

SUSTAINABLE, HEALTY 
AND SUPPORTIVE COLLEGE 

SUSTAINABLE COLLEGE

Salesians Sarrià engages in different sustainability activities 
to bring its students closer to this value. This year we have ins-
talled a green roof that provides students with a green space 
in the school yard. We work on this idea in the classrooms by 
raising awareness among the students through sustainable 
waste management. We also seek to prioritise energy-saving: 
one of the actions we have promoted this year includes the im-
plementation of new water-saving urinals. 

SUPPORTIVE COLLEGE

Our college is also committed to solidarity-based teaching, 
a cross-subject value that is addressed in all years. To this 
end, we have held different activities for the entire community: 
the “Repassem Junts”, “Share the Light”, “Reparem Junts”, 
sale of fair trade products, food collection, solidarity cakes 
projects or “The Bosco Run”, an annual race to raise funds for 
charity, among other activities. 

HEALTHIER COLLEGE

We nurture the participation and the commitment of the en-
tire educational community in order to achieve a healthier 
college. For this reason, Salesians Sarrià is part of the FEM 
SALUT programme of the Public Health Agency of Barcelona. 
Our Educational Psychology Service (SAPP) holds Emotional 
Education workshops designed to help students cope with 
stress. We also encourage the involvement of parents through 
the organisation of a cycle of educational lectures on ado-
lescence.
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In order to promote a more supportive college, Salesians Sarrià 
conducts two initiatives that are developed from inside the college 
and are intended to instil this value throughout the community.

º

º

‘REPASSEM JUNTS’

‘Repassem Junts’ is a community project born of the 
college’s collaboration with the Social Services of the 
District of Sarrià. This project offers children from the 
neighbourhood a space for coexistence, education and 
recreation. The children that participate can do their 
homework with the help of some of our Spanish Bac-
calaureate students and also enjoy a healthy after-
noon snack and playtime at our college’s facilities.

The charity run that we hold at the end of January held 
its 3rd edition with more than 150 runners. The run 
was conceived as a charity initiative to support and 
promote the “Repassem Junts” project in Sarrià. Every 
year, the run symbolises sportsmanship and solidarity. 
The event is divided into different categories for people 
over the age of 3 years. 

Our college:

SUPPORTIVE COLLEGE
‘REPASSEM JUNTS’

EACH JANUARY WE HOLD THE BOSCO RUN TO PROMOTE 
THE PROJECT AND TO RAISE FUNDS
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Our college:

SUPPORTIVE COLLEGE 
’SHARE THE LIGHT’

One of the projects that are part of the Supportive 
College is “Share the Light”, the international 
volunteer work that we do in the “City of Joy” 
community in Mazabuca (Zambia).

Every year, Higher-Level students and teachers travel to this 
African country to do maintenance, volunteer and coopera-
tion work with the orphanage of Daughters of Mary Help of 
Christians in Zambia.

City of Joy is a care home for girls at risk of absolute social ex-
clusion. This centre provides them with a homely and safe en-
vironment to grow up in. Salesians Sarrià has detected three 
urgent unmet needs that would improve the life of these girls:

LOOKING AFTER THE HEN HOUSE

Last summer we built a hen house to raise chickens in a con-
trollable and sustainable way. Our priority is to look after this 
space, since it leads to a qualitative improvement in the nu-
trition of the young girls and young people at the orphanage.

BUILDING BRIDGES

One of our objectives in this project is for the young girls, on 
turning 18, to be able to continue with their education. With 
this idea in mind, we intend to set up a system of grants so 
that the transition from living in care to independence does 
not mean that they have to lose everything. 

BUILDING OF A WELL AND A WATER PUMP

One of our projects in the pipeline is the building of a well 
and a water pump in the community. This installation will im-
prove water conveyance and provide a controlled irrigation 
system. Through this action, the children from the home will 
be able to create their own vegetables and greens.  
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Our college:

SUSTAINABLE COLLEGE 
GREEN ROOF

Within the framework of our 
participation in the ‘Xarxa d’Escoles + 
Sostenibles’, this year we inaugurated 
the first green roof in the “Green 
Roofs” programme sponsored by the 
Barcelona City Council.

This proposal is part of the “Barcelona 2020 Green and 
Biodiversity Plan” and is intended to bring about the 
interaction and the promotion of nature in the city.

The “Green Roofs” have become a strategic element in 
order to achieve a greener and more sustainable city.

Our college yard has been transformed into a new 
“green lung” in the district of Sarrià. The space has a 
surface area of 191 m2 and a green area that includes 
photovoltaic panels, two wind turbines, an insect ho-
tel to assist in the pollination of the vegetable species, 
a drip-based irrigation system, aromatic plants and a 
vertical wall. This space is the college’s first green area.

The “Green Roofs” competition implemented by the Bar-
celona City Council short-listed 10 proposals from the 
45 that were submitted from all over the city.

The green roof presented by Salesians Sarrià was the 
winner from the Sarrià–Sant Gervasi district. The project 
involved a cost of €60,000, 75% of which was put up by 
the Barcelona City Council. 

Our college yard has 
become a new “green lung” 
in the district of Sarrià.
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The installation of the green roof also has a pedago-
gical function since it can be used by the students 
on the Renewable Energies course. The first step was 
to install the college’s photovoltaic panels. From now 
onwards, the students on this course can do the 
maintenance work and acquire work experience.

The Eix Verd company was selected to install the 
green roof and also took care of the assembly of 
the aromatic plants area, the vertical wall and the 
drip-based irrigation system.

Here are some of the benefits that the green roof 
project will provide to our college:

• Promote energy-saving. The installation of the 
twelve photovoltaic panels will help to reduce the 
college’s energy bill.

• Improve air quality. It has a positive effect on the 
health and quality of life of the entire educational 
community.

• Relieve the urban heat island effect. The green 
roof reduces the temperature increase in closed 
areas, such as the college yard.

• Increase biodiversity. The installation of the 
insect hotel and the aromatic plant area will 
improve the cityscape. 

The installation of the green 
roof has a pedagogical function, 
since it can be used by the 
students on the Renewable 
Energies course.

Do you want to see the new green roof 
of Salesians Sarrià? Discover it here!

WATCH THE VIDEO >

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QmN-UgHCnuM&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QmN-UgHCnuM&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QmN-UgHCnuM&feature=youtu.be
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Dürer Gymnasium, Nuremberg, Germany

Fritz-Winger-Gesamtschule, Ahlen, Germany

Nykøbing Katedralskole, Nykøbing, Denmark

Our college:

INTERNATIONAL 
RELATIONS

Salesians Sarrià is working hard to consolidate 
itself as a quality European college.

The International Relations department collaborates 
in educational matters in order to ensure that our 
students receive a comprehensive education and 
training, a personal, professional and intercultural 
training that guarantees a good point of departure in 
the European employment and academic market. We 
promote foreign language-learning by participating 
in international projects and fostering the interna-
tionalisation of the educational community.

MULTILINGUAL SCHOOL CERTIFICATE

We have the multilingual school certificate awarded 
by the Escola Cristiana de Catalunya Foundation that 
acknowledges us for promoting the internationalisa-
tion of the educational community through participa-
tion in international projects and language-learning.

EXCHANGE PROGRAMMES

We give our students the chance to participate in ex-
change programmes with schools from abroad. This 
programme allows the students to travel to a European 
country and to host a student from another country in 
their own home.

ERASMUS+ PROGRAMME

The Erasmus+ programme, besides improving 
professional prospects, also provides greater scope and 
a greater capacity to establish social relationships. It 
is also part of the European and International Training 
Mobility and Cooperation Programme in professional 
education managed by the Catalan Department of 
Education.

LANGUAGE COURSES

We offer our students two language course modalities 
at midday: English conversation classes and prepa-
ratory courses for the First Certificate official exam. 
All groups are small and the teachers are experienced 
native speakers.

TEACHER TRAINING

We offer teachers the chance to participate in diffe-
rent international programmes in order to receive 
training in English and go on training stays in Eu-
ropean countries. We also provide training with the 
CLIL methodology.

EXCHANGES IN THE ACADEMIC  
YEAR 2018/2019
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PROGRAMME 
TESTIMONIALS

SANTIAGO FUENTES 
VET teacher

HOLLAND,  NOVEMBER 2018

“I was given the opportunity to vi-
sit the Deltion College in Zwolle in 
Holland. There, I shared teaching 
experiences with the members of 
the teaching team of the ICT de-
partment. I had a very interesting 
time participating in classes and 
pedagogical methodologies with 
students and teachers in the spe-
ciality”.

CRISTINA COMA  
VET teacher

F INLAND,  MAY 2018

“I travelled to Finland between 
May 14 and 19 with a team of 7 
Vocational Education and Trai-
ning teachers to participate in a 
KA mobility in the Erasmus+ Pro-
gramme. It was a very interesting 
experience, not just because of 
the visits, but also thanks to the 
experience shared by all of us”.

GONZALO CALVÓ 
VET student Erasmus+ grant

AUSTRIA ,  JULY  2018

“This summer I picked up work 
experience over a 3-month period 
in an Austrian company. The 
experience is very positive, since 
being away from home helps you to 
learn how to cope with problems. 
Work-wise, you get to see and learn 
from foreign companies, learn 
about their routines and apply them 
to your own working environment”. 
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Our college:

THE BEST WAY TO 
PRACTISE ENGLISH

A group of six foreign university 
students collaborate with Spanish 
Baccalaureate and VET teachers 
to improve the students’ English.

English is increasingly more necessary in the job 
world. This is why Salesians Sarrià works to allow its 
students to complete their education with a good 
and certified level in the language. 

One of the actions that we have been implementing 
over the last six years is our collaboration with Eu-
ropean universities by hosting their students to get 
work experience through the Erasmus+ Programme.

The language assistants, whose mother tongue 
is English, take part in different VET and Bacca-
laureate classes, working on technical questions, 
reinforcing grammar and also providing conversa-
tion support. This training is provided by means of 
the CLIL methodology, which provides the possibi-
lity of learning specialised English according to the 
area of study.
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BARNABY RIDLEY 
20 years – England

“English takes on a whole new dimension for the students with our assistance, since we 
give them access to the language in their professional and everyday life. It provides 
them with added value when looking for a job because they have a more technical 
foreign-language training”.

PHILIPPA ROSE BULLARD  
21 years – England

“Our collaboration with the college benefits the entire educational community, since 
besides participating in the classroom in the learning of English, we also work with 
different departments and teachers in order to help them in their daily work of pre-
paring classes”.

JOSEPH GOODDY  
21 years – England 

“This programme makes it possible to forge a personal relationship with the students, 
through which we learn more about them and their concerns. This knowledge also allows 
us to adapt the classes to their interests, focusing on the area of work”.

ROHAN KARAN GUPTA 
20 years – England

“Collaboration on the programme allows us to explain our customs to them and generates 
an interest in our country’s culture and current affairs as well as what education in our 
home country is like. This methodology generates a relationship in which everyone 
benefits”. 

LAURA CONNOLLY  
21 years – England

“Collaboration with the school is a very enriching experience since we get to teach the 
students and learn from them at the same time. Our classes are adapted to their edu-
cational needs, we work with a more focused language, while also reinforcing the areas 
in which they have more concerns”.

MELIS DEMIRBILEK  
24 years - Turkey

“We reinforce the work done by the teachers. The teaching staff at Salesians Sarrià 
have a very good command of English, and this is basic for the students’ professional 
future. We teach them a technical and colloquial language that allows them to work on 
international projects”. 
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Salesians Sarrià offers a broad range of teaching 
possibilities in Middle- and Higher-level VET, 
Spanish Baccalaureate and International 
Baccalaureate. All our courses encourage 
innovation and entrepreneurship in students 
through the implementation of different projects.

EDUCATIONAL 
OFFERING

We work to offer Vocational Education and Training that takes 
companies’ current needs into account, which is why we have 
adapted more than 90% of the cycles in Dual VET. The Spanish 
Baccalaureate courses constitute a cooperative learning 
environment, whereas the International Baccalaureate courses are 
designed to achieve greater student internationalisation. 

>  SPANISH BACCALAUREATE

>  INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE

>  VET COURSES

>  EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION

>  DUAL VET
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SPANISH BACCALAUREATE 

Spanish Baccalaureate studies are intended to provide comprehensive and versatile training 
to prepare students properly for Higher-Level studies (university/VET). We offer six different 
pathways: 

HIGHER-LEVEL VET COURSES 

Higher-Level VET courses lead to the qualification of technician or Higher-Level technician. 
Practical training, Dual VET: 

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE

The goal of this programme is to equip students with broad, in-depth knowledge, with an 
emphasis on research, creativity and service and access to top universities, without having 
to sit the Selectivitat (Spain’s university entrance exam). 

PFI (TRAINING AND INSERTION PROGRAMMES)

These programs are aimed at students over 16 who have not obtained a degree in Compulsory 
Secondary Education: 

LIFELONG LEARNING

We encourage lifelong learning and professional development. 

MIDDLE-LEVEL TRAINING COURSES 

Middle-Level VET courses lead to the qualification of technician. Practical training, 
Dual VET: 

> TECHNOLOGY

> SCIENCE

> ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT

> INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND COMMUNICATIONS

> ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRONICS

> AUXILIARY REPAIR AND 

   MAINTENANCE OF LIGHT VEHICLES 

> PROFESSIONALISM CERTIFICATES 

   LEVELS 1, 2 AND 3

> ASSISTANT IN ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS OF   

   ELECTROTECHNICAL INSTALLATIONS IN BUILDINGS 

> PERSONALISED TRAINING 

> STANDARD TRAINING 

> MECHANICAL MANUFACTURE

> GRAPHIC ARTS

> ENERGY AND WATER

> ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT

> INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND COMMUNICATIONS

> ELECTRICITY AND ELECTRONICS

> MECHANICAL MANUFACTURE

> TRANSPORT AND VEHICLE MAINTENANCE

> GRAPHIC ARTS

> SOCIO-CULTURAL SERVICES AND 

   COMMUNITY SERVICES 

> HEALTH SCIENCES

> SOCIAL SCIENCES

> HUMANITIES

> THE ARTS
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The Spanish Baccalaureate Is the Post-
Compulsory educational stage chosen 
by students who wish to go to University 
or go on to Higher-Level VET courses.

Salesians Sarrià offers three specialisations in Bac-
calaureate: Sciences and Technology, Humanities 
and Social Sciences and The Arts. These studies 
have a duration of two academic years and are divided 
into two totally different areas: one containing sub-
jects that are common to all the courses and another 
with specific subjects for the area of specialisation.

The Spanish Baccalaureate classes are very active 
and motivating, promoting interaction between the 
student and the group in order to facilitate learning. 
This approach promotes autonomy and cooperative 
work between groups.

Our objective is to provide a comprehensive and 
multi-purpose education that gives them the 
tools they need to complete their higher education 
successfully.

We teach students the skills they need for self-
fulfilment and personal development and to be active 
and responsible citizens.

Our Spanish Baccalaureate studies promote English, 
which is indispensable in the academic and job world. 
Our hard work and effort allowed us to be certified 
as a multi-language school through our participation 
in international projects and the promotion and tea-
ching of foreign languages.

Our Spanish Baccalaureate is taught in the mornings 
from Monday to Friday, from 8.00 a.m. to 2.30 p.m., 
and some afternoons are used for the Research 
assignment.

Students that wish to do this course must hold the 
(Spanish) Compulsory Secondary Education (ESO) 
certificate or have completed a Middle-Level VET 
course. 

COOPERATIVE LEARNING

Cooperative learning promotes independence and, at the same 
time, group work. It is one of the methodologies applied to mo-
tivate students and to enable them and their classmates to be 
successful. This training will also help them in their job future, 
since they will have accumulated experience of teamwork.

Educational offering:

SPANISH 
BACCALAUREATE
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Salesians Sarrià is authorised 
to teach the International 
Baccalaureate® (IB) Diploma 
Programme that prepares 
students for access to national 
and international universities.

The objective of these studies is to develop the in-
tellectual, personal, emotional and social skills the 
students need in order to live, learn and work in an 
increasingly more globalised world. For this purpo-
se, the students learn in a cooperative environment 
that fosters their autonomy, since the teachers act 
as guides and companions to them in the course of 
the two academic years.

The Diploma Programme (DP) is intended for students 
aged between 16 and 19 and instils an international 
mentality in them so that they will acquire a higher 
degree of personal and social responsibility. The 
objective of this process is to make sure that students 
are investigative, well-informed and well-educated, 
analytical, good communicators, honest, open-
minded, supportive, bold, balanced and reflexive.

The International Baccalaureate is a two-year course 
recognised for the Spanish Baccalaureate (LOMCE) 
+ the general phase of the PAU (University Entrance 
Examination). To be eligible for these courses, stu-
dents must fulfil the following conditions:

• Hold the title of Compulsory Secondary Educa-
tion or equivalent or have studied in foreign edu-
cational systems.

• Pass an initial interview.

• Have a suitable CSE record.

Educational offering:

INTERNATIONAL
BACCALAUREATE

ADVANTAGES OF THE IB:

IT IS THE BEST ACADEMIC OPTION: 
The IB qualification will allow the stu-
dents to enter national and internatio-
nal universities.

SUPPORTIVE STUDENTS:
The IB helps to form reflexive, open-
minded and supportive students who 
can contribute to a better and more 
peaceful world.

MOTIVATIONAL LEARNING:
It generates an active learning attitude 
in a collaborative environment that 
stimulates the students’ critical spirit 
and independence.

INTERNATIONAL MENTALITY:
The IB promotes and develops an  
international mentality. It promotes 
exchanges with other colleges and 
language-learning.

DEPTH OF THOUGHT:
It teaches students to think deep and 
also acquire a very solid grounding for 
intellectual, emotional and personal 
growth.

GOOD COMMUNICATORS:
They express themselves with 
confidence and creativity and are 
empathetic and respectful of others. 
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Educational offering:

VET
COURSES

The objective is for the students to train for a 
profession in a practical and motivational setting. 
In this way, the young people who choose this 
education acquire the knowledge they need 
to make their way in the job world in a totally 
professionalised environment.

Salesians Sarrià features an extensive range of VET courses from different 
professional families that enables us to offer 17 different training cycles, 
90% of them in the Dual format which switches between in-college and 
in-company training.

MIDDLE-LEVEL  
VET COURSES (MVET)

The objective is for the students to acquire the 
knowledge they need to find a job.

• A Compulsory Secondary Education certificate 
(ESO) or equivalent is required for access. It is 
also possible to study an Middle-Level course if 
the entrance exam is passed.  

• Once students have passed the training pro-
gramme, they are awarded the qualification 
of technician.  

• Salesians Sarrià teaches these classes from 
8:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., Monday to Friday.  

• Academic options:

1. An Higher-Level VET course with direct ac-
cess or admittance through an entrance exam.

2. Any other Middle-Level VET course or 
Spanish Baccalaureate.

HIGHER-LEVEL  
VET COURSES (HVET)

These courses are intended for students who 
seek a practical higher education that will 
enable them to make their way in the job world. 
The students are awarded a middle-management 
certification.

• Access is gained with the Spanish Bac-
calaureate or an Middle-Level VET course or 
entrance exam.

• Successful completion of a CFGS leads to the 
qualification of technician or senior technician.  

• Salesians Sarrià teaches these classes from 
3:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m., Monday to Friday. 

• Academic options:

1. Direct access to university studies with official 
credit recognition, depending on prior studies. 

2. Any other Higher-Level VET course. 
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REASONS FOR DOING VOCATIONAL 
AND EDUCATIONAL TRAINING

Working for projects 
with PBL methodology

Administration 
and Management 

Electricity - Electronics 

Energy and Water 

Vehicle Maintenance 

Sociocultural and 
Community services 

Graphic Arts 

Mechanical Production 

Information Technology 
and Communications 

Administrative Management 

Electrical and automation  
installations*1

-
Telecommunications installations*

Digital pre-printing 

Mechanics 

Microcomputing systems 
and networks 

Finance and administration 

Industrial & robotics automation
-

IT & telecommunications  
systems 

Renewable energies 

Vehicle 
Electro-mechanics 

Care of people in a 
Situation of Dependence 

Design & Creation of print  
publications & Multimedia 

Mechanical production 
programming*

-
Mechanical manufacturing design*

Cross-Platform aplication 
development *

-
Online IT*

The promotion of  
innovation and 

entrepreneurship

Dual VET, in-college and 
in-company training

Development of 
professional competencies 

1   Recognition for the performance of tasks equivalent to the basic level accreditation given for working with Low Voltage. 
* Possibility of dual qualification in three years of study. 
Provisional details (subject to change by the Catalan Department of Education). 

AREA OF OCCUPATION MIDDLE-LEVEL VET  HIGHER-LEVEL VET 

OUR VET COURSES
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Educational offering:

EDUCATIONAL 
INNOVATION

SPD MAKER

Students of Higher-Level VET in Mechanics have developed a blister-filling machine 
for chronic patients. The system increases the safety of chronic patients when they 
take medicinal products. The project was a finalist in the Innova FP award.

BAUM FESTIVAL

Automotive students participated in the Junior Biker Build-OFF where they perso-
nalised two high-end motorbikes in situ: a Ducati and a Harley-Davidson. The two 
vehicles were provided by the manufacturers exclusively for the event. 

LIDERPACK

A packaging designed by Higher-Level VET students in Design and Edition of Printed 
Publications for transporting chocolate Easter eggs was the winning project in the 
Liderpack awards in the Best Young Design category.

Salesians Sarrià has been acknowledged by the 
Catalan Department of Education for the application 
of innovative methodologies in Vocational and 
Educational Training.

Innovation is one of the cornerstones of the edu-
cation that is provided at Salesians Sarrià. In this 
regard, we promote and foster student participation 
through the creation of new projects.

For more than 10 years we have been working to 
consolidate innovation, which is why the college has 
adopted the Project-Based Learning (PBL) methodo-
logy in its VET courses and we are firmly committed 
to cooperative learning in Spanish Baccalaureate 
studies.

Dual Vocational Education and Training, in which 
the student combines their stay at the college with 
in-company work experience, becomes an opportu-
nity to improve the student’s competency.

This innovation is also related to our commitment to 
the internationalisation of our students through the 
promotion of language-learning, participation in di-
fferent international initiatives and work experience 
abroad.
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The transition from the world of education 
into the job world is one of the most important 
changes facing VET students. In order to 
achieve this, the college works hard to make 
job placement a simple formality. This course 
offers more than 90% of VET courses in Dual 
VET methodology.

The Dual VET methodology switches between  
in-college and in-company training, enabling stu-
dents to hone their skills and competencies and  
improve their relationship with the company.

The students thus achieve an added value and can 
cater to the production requirements of the compa-
nies that collaborate with Salesians Sarrià.

The college is part of the Alianza para la FP Dual, an 
organisation comprised of companies, institutions 
and educational centres whose objective is to 
improve the employment rate of young people by 
offering a quality Dual VET.

Salesians Sarrià has a Dual VEP coordinator tasked 
with managing this course and with closing agree-
ments with the 300-plus collaborating companies.

Have a greater chance of getting a job 
as opposed to with traditional VET.

Make contact with the 
real business world.

Do in-company stays, including  
registration on the Social Security 
and with financial remuneration. 

Create a seedbed of future  
employees and facilitate the work-

force’s generational handover. 

Achieve a Social Security 
allowance for the learners.

Train future workers in the  
company’s culture and customs.

Provide students with a greater 
chance of job placement.

Extend teaching offer, prestige 
and innovation by initiating Dual 

VET programmes. 

Increase student demand for 
the courses offered in the dual 

system. 

ADVANTAGES OF DUAL VET

STUDENTS COMPANIES EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES

Educational offering:

DUAL
VET
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Salesians Sarrià strive to establish a direct relationship 
with companies and institutions in order to help its 
students to find employment. For this reason, our College-
Enterprise Department works on different programmes 
that are intended to bring students closer to companies.

RELATIONSHIP
WITH BUSINESS

The different actions developed in the college include the participation of our 
students in work experience programmes in the 300-plus companies that 
we collaborate with. This year we opened our co-working space that can be 
leveraged by former students who wish to develop a project. We also held the 
“Salesians Sarrià x Empresa” working day, which creates awareness of the 
advantages of Dual VET.

>  COLLEGE – ENTERPRISE

>  LABOUR EXCHANGE

>  QUALITY

>  SALESIANS SARRIÀ X EMPRESA

>  SERVICE CHARTER

>  CO-WORKING AND INNOVATION

>  CONTRIBUTING COMPANIES
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Relationship with business:

COLLEGE – ENTERPRISE  
DEPARTMENT

Salesians Sarrià works to guarantee 
that its students have a high level of job 
placement. To this end, we work with 
different companies and institutions for 
them to promote and assist the students 
in practical learning.

The college has a College-Enterprise department tasked 
with identifying requirements in the job setting, the most 
sought-after profiles and skills, as well as the market rea-
lity. The main goal is to promote knowledge exchange and 
to improve job placement.

One of the first contacts that students have with the job 
world is through in-company work experience (FCT) or 
Dual VET systems, conducted through the Middle and  
Higher-Level studies in the companies that collaborate 
with the college. This initial experience provides the stu-
dents with the basic knowledge they will need to subse-
quently find employment. 

The main goal is to promote 
knowledge exchange and to be 
able to improve our students’ 
chances of finding a job.

Besides the Middle and Higher-Level VET, we offer different 
occupational and continuous training programmes that 
give former students the chance to specialise in their tech-
nical speciality through subsidised courses.

This offer also targets all the professionals that want to re-
train in their own field.
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Relationship with business:

LABOUR 
EXCHANGE

Student job placement is one of the college’s objectives. 
To this end, Salesians Sarrià works in close collaboration 
with companies and organisations in order to gauge job 
market needs. The College-Enterprise Department has a 
Job Centre with numerous positions vacant.

Students or former students can sign up for this ser-
vice as job-seekers. They can do so via an online plat-
form where they can upload their updated curriculum 
vitae, specify their skills and qualifications and state 
the type of employment they are looking for.

Any company from any area can post job offers with 
the profiles they are seeking to cover. The personnel 
of the College-Enterprise Department draws up a 
short-list of the job profiles they are looking for 
and send them to the institutions that wish to recruit 
personnel.

This service provides a series of advantages and be-
nefits to students and collaborating companies alike.

Companies are given preferential access to a list of 
highly-qualified professionals who are also endor-
sed by the college.

The students also enjoy the advantage of being the 
first to learn about employment vacancies and can 
also receive the support and guidance they need 
when seeking employment.

CERTIFICATES OF PROFESSIONALISM (OCCUPATIONAL) 

MODALITY COURSES HOURS STUDENTS LEVEL SPECIALITY

IMSV0209 Interactive Audio-Visual Products 580h 14 3 Sound and Image 

COMT0210 International Trade 700h 13 3 Trade and Marketing 

IFCD0110 Development of web applications 600h 12 2 Information technology and 
communication

IFCD0210 Cross-Platform aplication  
development   630h 8 3 Information technology and 

communication

ADGG0508 Auxiliary Recording and  
Data Processing operator   480h 13 1 Administration and  

Management 

FMEE0108 Mechanical Manufacturing Assistant 480h 9 1 Mechanical Manufacturing 
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The backbone of our quality policy is the 
pursuit of excellent and being able to cater 
to the needs and expectations of students, 
families and enterprises.

In 2009, the Salesian Schools of the Barcelo-
na Inspectorate were the first group of schools 
and colleges in Catalonia to obtain the Mul-
tisite Quality certification under the ISO 
9001:2008. 

The college is certified pursuant to the ISO 
9001:2015 standard, which allows us to 
manage all our processes comprehensively  
and effectively. Certification renewals are the 
endorsement that we will continue to pursue 
excellence as part of the group of schools of 
the Maria Auxiliadora-Zona Nord Inspectorate. 

BUSINESS’ JOB OFFERS MANAGED ACCORDING TO SPECIALITY 

PROGRAM TRAINING 

COURSES HOURS STUDENTS SPECIALITY

Remote Desktop Services 25h 8 Information Technology and Communications 

Linux for IT administrators 25h 7 Information Technology and Communications 

Virtualization am VMWare 25h 16 Information Technology and Communications 

Pentesting workshop 5h 11 Information Technology and Communications 

Ethic Haking 25h 10 Information Technology and Communications 

Windows Server 2016 25h 13 Information Technology and Communications 

Group policies 25h 15 Information Technology and Communications 

Numeric control CNC 40h 5 Mechanical Production

Prevention in labor risks – electronic 12h 19 Transversal
W

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT 
AS THE MAINSTAY OF QUALITY

ADMINISTRATION 
AND MANAGEMENT 

GRAPHIC ARTS 

MECHANICS 

APD

INFORMATION AND 
TECHNOLOGY

VEHICLE
MAINTENANCE

ELECTRICITY 
ELECTRONIC 

ENERGY
AND WATER

DISCOVER THE QUALITY POLICY >

https://www.salesianssarria.com/images/escuela/calidad/ESC-R081-1819-V01T-Poltica-de-qualitat-novembre-2018.pdf
https://www.salesianssarria.com/images/escuela/calidad/ESC-R081-1819-V01T-Poltica-de-qualitat-novembre-2018.pdf
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The day was used to emphasise the link between 
education and companies, one that enables them 
to share synergies and adapt student training and 
competencies to the real needs of the job world.

The event also served to present the List of Services 
of Salesians Sarrià, which describes the different 
services offered by the college to companies: 
ranging from the possibility of hosting Dual VET 
or work-experience students through to different 
training programmes adapted to job market needs.

One of the Salesians Sarrià’s most important 
commitments is Dual VET. A round-table was held 
to address the subject of “How does Dual VET work? 
The vision of companies and students”, involving 
the participation of Xavier Vera, Business Unit 
Manager of CT Ingenieros, a teacher from the college 
and two students who participated in a training 
programme through Dual VET. They all underscored 
the advantages of Dual Vocational Education 
and Training, which emphasises the relationship 
between the student and the company.

One of the cornerstones of Salesians Sarrià is its 
commitment to student internationalisation. To  
this end, students from the Administrative 
Management and Administration and Finances VET 
courses outlined their experience in working abroad.

The head of the HR Development Unit at Agència 
Catalana de l’Aigua (ACA), Rosa María Teba, explai-
ned how her organisation has benefited from the 
Assessment Service and the recognition obtained 
through being able to offer part of its administrative 
workforce more specialised training.

CT Ingenieros received the college’s acknowl- 
edgement for its commitment and engagement in 
work experience in the company and in Dual VET. 

Relationship with business:

SALESIANS SARRIÀ
X EMPRESA

The fourth edition of the Salesians Sarrià 
x Empresa meeting brought together more 
than 80 individuals from the business 
and institutional world to help them get 
acquainted with good practices in Dual VET.
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XAVIER VERA
Business Unit Manager CT Ingenieros

“The Vocational Education and Training model is a very powerful one, our company 
has recruited 9 of the 12 students who were assigned to CT Ingenieros through 
the Dual system. From the entrepreneurial standpoint, this methodology helps us 
to improve the learning process, since it enables us to train them in our culture”. 

EDUARD CALDUCH 
Dual VET tutor and mechanics teacher

“We have a win-win relationship with CT Ingenieros, an opportunity to learn a 
trade with Salesian training experience. Companies respect teamwork, they 
acknowledge the work we do, and Dual VET provides students with an opportunity 
to accumulate experience for their curriculum vitae”. 

MARINA CAMBEIRO 
DUAL VET student at CT ingenieros 

“As far as the student is concerned, it is much easier to find a job. Improving 
knowledge and expertise is much easier since you are surrounded by qualified 
professionals who help you whenever you need them and whenever you have any 
queries”.

YEGOR VEPREV
Former VET student and CT Ingenieros employee

“The acknowledgement that you get from the company is important because you 
feel very useful and motivated to become part of the workforce. Every day you look 
forward to going to work to demonstrate that you are good enough to do the job 
for which you are receiving theoretical and practical training.” 
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Relationship with business:

SERVICES
CHARTER

Salesians Sarrià realises that we live in a changing 
world, which is why we work to design a college model 
that can adapt its educational and training offer to the 
needs of the modern job market.

Our record is characterised by implementing an inno-
vative educational action model with training based 
on the student’s relationship with the company. 

The College-Enterprise Department 
collaborates and works with 
companies in order to gauge 
requirements and identify the most 
sought-after profiles and the reality 
of the job market.

SERVICES TO ENTERPRISES

We offer  different types of  cooperation  to 
companies so that both parties can benefit, 
including product testing, the sponsorship of 
facilities, company networking or the leasing of 
facilities and equipment. Moreover, we provide 
them with a job assessment service with all the 
information they need to hire a new qualified 
worker.

EMPLOYMENT TRAINING AND 
LIFELONG LEARNING

Our training offer includes a broad range of 
courses adapted to both market and worker 
needs in order to guarantee retraining. We can 
provide subsidised and private lifelong training 
that enables us to cover company needs. We study 
each case individually in order to offer courses 
that match each and every profile.
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PROGRAMMED TRAINING

Companies need to formulate a training model 
throughout their professional life with a view to 
fostering worker excellence. In this regard, we 
reinforce educational innovation in order to im-
prove employment quality, adapting our timeta-
bles and contents to the needs of workers and 
companies.

DUAL VET AND WORK EXPERIENCE (FCT)

We collaborate in training our students in a sys-
tem that switches between the college and the 
company. The objective is to improve students’ 
adaptation to the workplace in a suitable way 
and one that enables them to hone their skills as 
learners and future workers. A team of dual VET 
tutors and a coordinator work constantly to offer 
a better relationship. 

INNOVATION AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP

One of the college’s underpinning values is innova-
tion and entrepreneurship for our students. This 
is why we seek to make companies aware of the 
talent of the students that have been educated and 
trained at our college. Students can help companies 
to overcome entrepreneurial challenges, partici-
pate in generating new ideas and in the successful 
implementation of projects.

ACCREDITATION OF 
EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE 

People without a formal qualification can obtain 
a professional aptitude certificate or a Vocational 
and Educational Training qualification. This process 
involves the accreditation and certification of the 
knowledge and expertise acquired throughout their 
work experience. Salesians Sarrià has the official 
approval required to teach different specialities. 

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

The college’s International Relations Department 
provides advice and support to companies tackling 
the challenge of internationalising their business. 
Some of the services that we offer include assistance 
in finding students from other countries,  the 
possibility of participating at international events 
or for students that wish to do an exchange, among 
other international services.

LABOUR EXCHANGE

Collaborating companies can preferably access 
our workforce of highly qualified professionals 
who have the guarantee of the school. We have 
the technical formats in industrial profiles and 
services. From the college we make a selection 
of the profiles that most adapt to the require-
ments demanded and we send the documents to 
the companies or institutions.
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Relationship with business:

INNOVATION
AND CO-WORKING

INNOVATION AND
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

The college’s training programme has always 
attached great importance to this fact and our 
students have always been encouraged to develop 
innovative qualities and skills. 

Salesians Sarrià designs and implements exclusive 
programmes orientated towards the creation of 
new companies, and we also nurture our students’ 
creative spirit.

We seek to provide support in the development of 
projects, and our syllabus also contains subjects 
that are exclusively oriented towards fostering this 
entrepreneurial spirit.

The college’s innovative and entrepreneurial 
nature has led it to promote students’ practical 
participation through subjects such as Empresa 
Iniciativa Emprendedora, with career guidance 
programmes and by participating in talks, events, 
competitions and awards to motivate our students.

Entrepreneurship is one of the values 
that we foster among students from 
the word go. Our college is part of the 
“Entrepreneurship Network” of the 
Catalan Department of Education.
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THE NEW
CO-WORKING SPACE

Salesians Sarrià offers a room that enterprising 
former students can share in order to push their 
projects through independently, as well as colla-
borate, exchange ideas, concerns, knowledge and 
projects.

This space is intended to provide support for the 
creators of innovative projects who need a place 
to bring them to fruition. Co-working is intended 
to continue to create an educational community, 
providing continuity to the training received at our  
college, while also furthering the development of 
our students’ entrepreneurial skills.

This space has been conceived and designed to 
facilitate teamwork and is equipped for up to 10 
people.

 
 
Co-workers have the following facilities and 
services: foldaway chairs and tables, Wi-fi network 
and power supply, common areas, printer, civil 
liability insurance, cleaning and maintenance 
service, among others. 

Co-working is much more 
than a simple space. It is a 
new way of working.

Former students that wish to continue to 
develop their professional project can do so 
in the new co-working space that we have 
set up at the college.

Discover more about the new 
co-working space in the college

Office and facilities at your disposal in an 
environment of creation and entrepreneurship.

LEARN MORE >

https://www.salesianssarria.com/ca/coworking
https://www.salesianssarria.com/ca/coworking
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Relationship with business:

CONTRIBUTING COMPANIES 
TO DUAL VET PROGRAMME

3D VISUAL SL

ACCELERA TECNOLOGIA MES 
SOFTWARE

ADASA SISTEMAS SAU

ADASE TOT FINQUES, SLP

AEGIS SECURITY SL

AGENCIA PER A LA QUALITAT 
DEL SISTEMA UNIVERSITARI DE 
CATALUNYA

AJUNTAMENT DE BARCELONA

ALEACIONES DE METALES 
SINTERIZADOS SA

ALEXANDRE FERRERO ESCUDE

ALLOTJAMENTS TURISTICS 2000, S.L

ALMACENAJES Y MUDANZAS 
PABLO E HIJOS SL

ALUCAN ENTEC, S.A.

AMAZON SPAIN FULFILLMENT, 
S.L.U. OPS

AMES CMA SA

AMES PM TECH CENTER, S.A.U.

AMES TOOLING,S.A.

ANTONIO ARIAS LIRIA

APLICACIONES COMUNICACIONES 
Y SERVICIOS INFORMATICOS SL

ARITEX CADING SA

ASCENSORES EBYP. S.A.

ASEA BROWN BOVERI S.A.

ASESORAMIENTO INTEGRAL 
VIGESCO SL

ASLAK, S.L.

ATLANTIS IT SL

AUDI TOOLING BARCELONA SL

AUREN CONSULTORS BARCELONA SL

AUREN CONSULTORS SP SLP

AUTOLICA SA

AUTOMOBILS AR MOTORS SL

AVANPLA, S.L.

AXIAL MAQUINARIA SL

AXIOMATIC TEAM SL

AZBIL TELSTAR TECHNOLOGIES, SLU

BAIX MOTOR, S.L

BCN QUALITES, S.L.

BDR INFORMATICA Y 
COMUNICACIONES SL

BETWEEN TECHNOLOGY S.L

BOOTDEVELOP SL.

BOSCH SERVICE SOLUTIONS

BOYFRE, SL

BURKERT CONTROMATIC SA

BUZZ MARKETING NETWORKS SL

BY DEMES SL

CARS BARCELONA SA

CASALS ONLINE SL

CASTELLBLANCH SA

CASTELOMEGA , SL

CATALONIAN TECHNOLOGIE 
WERKE, SL

CEMOEL, S.L.

CLARIANA MECANICS SL

CLUB NATACIÓ SANT ANDREU

CODORNIU SA

COFELY ESPAÑA SA

COLAS RIBA ASSESSORS SL

COM 2002 SL

COMERCIAL CHELSEA 1979, S.A.

COMPAÑIA ESPAÑOLA DE 
LAMINACIÓN SL

COMPUTER SET SA

COMPUTRONIC 5000 SL

CONIC SYSTEM SL

CONMED IBERIA, S.L.

CONTRACTA OBRES 
I TECNOLOGIA DE LA 
REHABILITACIÓ,SL

CONTROL PARKING, S.L.

CORREDURIA DE SEGUROS 
SEGUROSOL,SA.

COSTAISA SA

CPQ INGENIEROS SL

CRAWFORD&COMPANY ESPAÑA SA

CT INGENIEROS DE CATALUNYA 
AAI SL

CUSSÓ HERAS, S.A.

DANIEL LATORRE CUADROS

DEISOLTEC SL

DESARROLLO TÉCNICO DEL 
MOLDE SAL

DICOMOL SL

DISTRIBUIDORES AUTOMÁTICOS 
DE BEBIDAS Y ALIMENTOS SA

DITEC COMUNICACIONES S.L.

EBRO FOODS,SA

ED SERVICIOS TECNICOS DE 
INGENIERIA & CONSULTORIA SL

EDICIONES DON BOSCO

EDITORIAL TRAFICO VIAL, S.A.U.

EDUARDO PEREZ GORGUES

ELECNOR SA

EMPOWERING KNOWLEDGE 
SERVICES SL

ENGHOUSE INTERACTIVE, SLU

ENGLISH WORLDWIDE SL

ERARIUM LEGAL SERVICES, S.L.

ERIC MANUEL JIMÉNEZ 
CORBACHO

ERNST YOUNG, S.L.

ESKPE CONSULTING SL

EUROFRED SA

EVERIS SPAIN SLU

FAIN ASCENSORES

FESTO AUTOMATION, S.A.U

FICO MIRRORS, S.A

FLEXXIBLE INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY SL

FLIS FLAS MOTOS ARIBAU, S.L.

FOMENTO DE CONSTRUCCIONES 
Y CONTRATAS

FOXTENN BGREEN, S.L.

FRANCISCO ALBERO SAU

FRAPONT SA

FRIGICOLL SA

FRUTAS Y HORTALIZAS FLORES SL

FUNDACIO CENTRE D’INNOVACIO 
I TECNOLOGIA DE LA UPC

FUNDACIÓ JESUÏTES EDUCACIÓ

FUNDACIÓ PRIVADA CENTRE CIM

FUNDACIÓ UNIÓ ESPORTIVA 
SANTBOIANA

GARSOPLAST SL

GASSO EQUIPMENTS, S.A.

GEDESCO SA

GESTAMP ABRERA, SA

GESTAMP PALAU SA

GOMPLAST SA

GRABADOS ANDRES, S.L.

GRAPIN VD MOTORSHOW S.L

GUAL SOCIEDAD ANÓNIMA DE 
MECANIZADOS

GUPIPU SL

GUTMAR SA

HPC IBÉRICA, SA

IDESA ACCESORIOS SA

IMAGINA DIGITAL SOLUTIONS SL

IMENSION CONSULTORIA 
DIGITAL SL

INCRETEC AUTOMATION SL

INCUBOUT S.L.

INDRA SISTEMAS, S.A

INDRA SOFTWARE LABS SL
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INDUSTEX SL

INDUSTRIAL ENTENZA, S.A.

INDUSTRIAL GRADHERMETIC SAE

INDUSTRIAL VILASSARENCA SA

INDUSTRIAS REYMAT SA

INDUSTRIES RAVENTOS, SA

INFAIMON, S.L.

INGENIERIA Y DISEÑOS 
ELECTRICOS JORDI MAS, S.L.

INGENS NETWORKS SL

INSTITUT CATALA DE FINANCES

INSTITUT CATALÀ DE LA RETINA SL

ISVANIA TALLERES SL

IT NOW SA

ITEQUIA SL

JBC SOLDERING, SL

JMB ASSESSORS 2030 SL

JOAN BONASTRE, SA

JOAQUIN RENOM PLANA

JORDAN MARTORELL SL

JOSE LUIS RODRIGUEZ DIEGUEZ

JOSE SANCHEZ FARRES 
SOFTWARE SL

JOSEP TALLADA VILA

JUAN CORTIADA, S.A.

JUAN LUIS MOLINA CARO

KARVE ORGANIZACION Y 
INFORMATICA SA

KAUTEX TEXTRON IBÉRICA

KENNAMETAL MANUFACTURING 
BARCELONA SL

KING ECLIENT SL

KLEIN IBERICA S.A.U.

LAND MOTORS SA

LEONI SYSTEMS SPAIN, S.L.

LERRASA HIDRAULICA, SA

LIBERTIS SOLUTIONS, S.L.

LISOT S.L

LYNX CONSULTORS ECONÒMICS I 
JURÍDICS DEL VALLES, S.L.

LYNX ESTRATÈGIES 
EMPRESARIALS SL

MANTENIMIENTOS E INSTALACIONES 
LOGISTICAS 24, S.L.

MANUFACTURES INDUSTRIALS 
DEL BAGES, S.L.

MANUTENCIÓN, TÉCNICAS E 
INGENIERIA, SA

MARCO FORNIELES MACIAS

MARI OXITALL I J-P SL

MATRIPREN, SA

MAXIMOTOR SCP

MB MOTORS SA

MEC 2010 SCCL

MECALUX SA

MECÀNICA PRISMA SL

MECYPLASTEC SL

MEDONE SERVEIS SL

MELEGHY AUTOMOTIVE 
BARCELONA, S.A.U.

MESOESTETIC PHARMA GROUP, S.L.

MIMAR METALL SL

MIRA TELECOMUNICACIONS SL

MISSATGERIES AGENSMET, S.L.

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC EUROPE BV

MITVA SL

MMCE CATALUNYA SA

MOL MATRIC SCCL

MOLDES ITM, S.L.

MOTOPROJECT DISEÑO Y 
FABRICACIÓN SL

MOTOR LLANSÀ SL

MOTORSOL IMPORT SL

MQ1 YEEDAY SL

MURRELEKTRONIK SPAIN, SL

MUTUA UNIVERSAL

NEODATA BUSINESS, SL

NEW WORLD SOLUTIONS, S.L.

NEXPERT SL

NH HOTELES ESPAÑA SAU

NOVARTIS FARMACEUTICA SA

NTT COM MANAGED SERVICES, S.A.U.

OPENTRENDS SOLUCIONS I 
SISTEMES, S.L.

OSCAR GALL SEGARRA

OVAL SOUND S.L.

PASIONA CONSULTING, S. L.

PLAIN CONCEPTS SL

PNEUMATICS I ACCESSORIS 
LARROTCHA SL

PORTA AUTOMOCIO SL

PRESENCE TECHNOLOGY SL

PROFIMATICA SL

PROVITEC INSTALACIONES Y 
SISTEMAS, S.L.

PRUFTECHNIK SL

PRUMSA CUADROS SL

PUKKAS WEBS DESIGN SL

PUPGAM STUDIOS SL

REFERUP SL

REMM GUITART SL

REPRISE DE CRILCSA, S.A.

RIBA MECANIZADOS METALICOS SA

RODI METRO SL

ROGASA CONSTRUCCIONES Y 
CONTRATAS S.A.U.

ROOM GLOBAL SERVICES SL

ROOM GLOBAL SL

RUFFINI S.A.

SAMPI LAMPI SLU

SANJO FINEBLANKING 
BARCELONA,SAU

SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC ESPAÑA SA

SEAT SA

SEGURIDAD EN LA GESTION SL

SERUNION SA

SERVICIOS INTEGRALES PARA 
MOLDES DE INYECCION SL

SERVICIOS INTEGRALES 
UNITECNIC SL

SIMON TECH SL

SISTEMAS Y MONTAJES 
INDUSTRIALES, S.A.

SMARTFROG SL

SOLMOBIL S A

SOLUCIONES TECNICAS 
ELECTRONICAS SL

SPROM SA

STYL AUTO, S.A.

SUBCONTRATACIONES 
INDUSTRIALES SA

SUMEPLAST SL

SUMINISTROS BIN, SA

TALLERES AUTO TRACTOR SA

TALLERES AUTOLICA, S.A.

TALLERES AUXILIARES DE 
ESTAMPACIONES SL

TALLERES CIDAL SA

TALLERES PENA,S.L.

TALLERS ATZERÀ, S.L.

TALLERS BALDOMA SL

TALLERS SOTERAS SL

TE CONNECTIVITY SPAIN SLU

TECNOCOM TELECOMUNICACIONES 
Y ENERGÍA SA

TECNOLOGIES DE CONTROL 
DE L’ELECTRICITAT I 
AUTOMATITZACIÓ, S.L.

TEDISEL IBERICA, SL

TEED DISTRIBUCIONS 
ESPORTIVES SL

TELESPAZIO IBERICA SL

TELEVIDA SERVICIOS 
SOCIOSANITARIOS SL

TELEVIDA SERVICIOS 
SOCIOSANITARIOS, SLU

TELSTAR TECHNOLOGIES SL

TIDA ASESORES SL

TKN SOLUTIONS SL

TORMAT BUSINESS 
MANAGEMENT SL

TOTAL PLANNING, SL

TRANSFORMACIONES Y 
ESTUDIOS METALURGICOS SA

TRES I+D ENGINYERIA SL

TUNKERS IBÉRICA SL

TYSAI, S.L.

UNIVERSITAT INTERNACIONAL 
DE CATALUNYA

UTC FIRE & SECURITY ESPAÑA SL

UTILLAJES SA

VERSA DESIGN SL

VIRTUAL-LAUTRIV SL

VL 30 BARCELONA SLU

VO MOTOS SL

WEDA TRANSMISIONES SL

WINFOR-SIBAIX, S.L.

FCT 
collaborating 

companies

Access the list of 
collaborating companies of 

Salesians Sarrià

SEE THE  
FULL LIST >

https://www.salesianssarria.com/ca/empreses-fct
https://www.salesianssarria.com/ca/empreses-fct
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Our educational community, which goes 
back 135 years, works to accomplish our 
students’ training objectives, working in a 
family environment to ensure that students 
feel totally at home.
The Salesians educational community is comprised of students, alumni, 
teachers, non-teaching staff and families. They all participate in different 
activities that enable the groups to work together in order to achieve 
a quality, comprehensive, social, respectful, non-selective, open and 
hospitable educational environment.

>  LOOKING BACK ON 2017/2018

>  PRESS REVIEW

>  HUMAN TEAM OF SALESIANS SARRIÀ 

>  COURSE GROUPS 2018/2019

THE EDUCATIONAL 
COMMUNITY
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The educational community:

LOOKING BACK 
ON 2017/2018

BEGINNING OF THE NEW COLLEGE YEAR
A new college year began on 12 September, un-
der the slogan #LiveYourDream. On this first day 
back at school, the students participated in the 
presentation of the syllabus and had a week-long 
induction period at the school.

LANGUAGE ASSISTANTS
In the course of the 2017-2018 school year, 
the school welcomed 6 language assistants as 
part of the International Relations Programme. 
The Departments of Spanish Baccalaureate, 
International Baccalaureate and the Middle- 
and Higher-Level VET with the CLIL methodology 
were all involved.

DUAL VET PRESENTATION IN ITALY
The coordinator of Dual VET, Miguel Ángel 
Buendía, participated in the 29th edition of the 
Seminario di Formazione Europea organised by 
the Italian Opere Femminili Salesiane CIOFS, at 
which Buendía expounded the school’s expe-
rience in Dual VET.

September 2017
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WINNERS OF THE LIDERPACK AWARDS
Four students from the Printed Publications 
and Multimedia Design and Editing VET won 
the 2017 Liderpack Award in the “Young Design 
Packaging” Category for an Innovative Packa-
ging Design for transporting jam.

SPECIAL MENTION FOR A BACCALAUREATE 
STUDENT AT THE UPC

The research assignment by the student Clara 
Rull, “Depuración de aguas residuales y tex-
tiles para proceso físico-químico” received a 
mention at the 18th edition of the Architecture, 
Engineering, Science and Technology Awards of 
the UPC.

AUTOMOTIVE STUDENTS AT THE  
BAUM FESTIVAL

Students from the Middle-Level VET Course 
in Automotive Vehicle Electromechanics took 
part in the Junior Biker Build-OFF, where they 
disassembled, transformed and tuned a Har-
ley-Davidson Iron and a Brixton 125 in situ.

HIKE TO THE TOP OF MONTSERRAT
This year once again, students, alumni, tea-
chers, support staff and monitors from the Sa-
lesian Youth Action group (MJS) took part in 
the traditional hike to the top of Montserrat or-
ganised by the college.

 October 2017
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BLOOD DONATION
The college held a blood donation campaign 
as part of the Supportive School project. Year 
after year, the school collaborates with the 
Blood and Tissue Bank so that students, tea-
chers, administrative and services staff and re-
latives can give blood at our school.

ALUMNI MEETING
Some 50 alumni from the class of 1957 took part 
in a meeting at the college. The purpose was for 
former schoolmates to share recollections and 
experiences and recall their days as technical 
education students at Salesians Sarrià.

UNHCR TALK ABOUT REFUGEES
“Escoltem els refugiats” was the talk-account 
which explained the hardships encountered by 
refugees and how the UNHCR, the UN refugee 
agency, is responding to this. The “Return. 
The road home” exhibition was installed at the 
college to coincide with the talk. 

FINANCES, ETHICAL AND SUPPORTIVE 
VALUES

The students from the Higher-Level VET on 
Administration and Finance were treated to a 
presentation about ethical banking by Gemma 
Balasch, manager of the Triodos Bank branch 
in Barcelona. The talk showed students how to 
invest money in a responsible way. 
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TRAINING SESSION WITH GABINO CARMONA
Gabino Carmona, a teacher from the Salesian 
school in Córdoba, organised a joint training 
session for the staff of the EUSS, the Santa 
Dorotea School and the Salesians Sarrià, 
addressing the role of the Salesian educator in 
the face of an ever-changing society.

TAKING PART IN THE IFEST 2017
A group party of Higher-Level students attended 
the IFEST 2017 innovation, science and 
technology festival. The 6000-plus students 
that took part in the event enjoyed an event that 
promotes entrepreneurship.

EDUCATIONAL LECTURES FOR FAMILIES
In the course of the academic year, the college 
organised several educational lectures about 
adolescence given by leading experts with a 
view to catering to the educational concerns 
and needs of most families.

SOCIAL SKILLS WORKSHOP 
Students from the Middle-Level VET took part in 
the first session of the social skills workshop 
organised by the school’s Educational Psy-
chology Department with a view to improving 
their communication skills; how to strike up a 
conversation, how to say no, etc.

November 2017
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SCIENCE WEEK
Sustainable tourism was the leitmotiv of Science 
Week. The students took part in different 
activities including conferences, guided tours of 
research centres and chemistry workshops. An 
exhibition was also held on the college premises.

SALESIANS SARRIÀ X EMPRESA 
The college organised the third edition of the 
Salesians Sarrià x Empresa meeting, which is 
designed to share experiences about Dual VET. 
The session brought together representatives 
from the business world and former students 
from the college.

BACCALAUREATE STUDENTS AT THE EUSS
A group of students from the Technology Bac-
calaureate took part in a material resistance 
practical workshop at the Escuela Universita-
ria Salesiana de Sarrià (EUSS), which teaches 
a variety of engineering courses. 

BONAPLATA YOUNG PEOPLE’S AWARDS 2017
The research project “les indústries de guerra 
a Catalunya (1936-1939) i la F-14 fàbrica dels 
Salesians” received a special mention in the 
Bonaplata Young People’s Awards 2017. These 
awards acknowledge research projects that aim 
to draw attention to the value of our industrial 
heritage. 
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MASTER-CLASS IN SILK-SCREEN PRINTING
The Baccalaureate History of Art students 
attended a workshop in silk-screen printing 
imparted by the school’s graphic arts teachers 
in the course of which they were taught 
the characteristics of this printing process. 
Moreover, they printed out T-shirts and bags 
bearing the image of Andy Warhol. 

3RD EDITION OF PORT INNOVA
Students from the Higher-Level VET course on 
Printed Publications and Multimedia Design 
and Editing, Administration and Finance, and 
Cross-Platform Application Development worked 
together to design an app to bring the world of 
sailing closer to the citizens of Barcelona.

SOLIDARITY WEEK
Once again this year we celebrated solidarity 
week. Besides selling supportive products 
and cakes, the Higher-Level VET students 
attended the talks given by Arcadi Oliveres and 
representatives from “ONG Vols”, ASSIS and 
the “Casal dels Infants”.

HAPPY CHRISTMAS SALESIANS SARRIÀ 
Tania Barona, a student from the Higher-Level 
VET course on Printed Publications and Multi-
media Design and Editing, was the winning de-
signer of the 2017 Christmas card class com-
petition. 

December 2017
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SELECTED IN THE VET INNOVATION CIRCUIT
Students from three Middle-Level VET courses 
took part in the “Entra al circuit de la Innova-
ció amb l’FP” project. The project is intended 
to get students to come up with ideas to res-
pond to the three challenges proposed by the 
Barcelona-Catalonia Circuit.

AWARD WINNERS IN THE “JOVE EMPRÈN 
SARRIÀ” 

Students from the school’s Middle-Level VET 
course carried off the first two awards in the 
VET category at the 5th edition of the “Jove 
Emprèn Sarrià” competition. The two projects 
won the award on account of their originality, 
creativity, technical feasibility and communi-
cation.

CINE FORUM ACTIVITY 
In the first semester of the year we held six film 
screenings organised by Agustín de Andrés, 
one of the school’s Baccalaureate teachers. 
These meetings, intended to share film-
related experiences, were open to the entire 
educational community.

COLLABORATION WITH THE PÉREZ  
IBORRA SCHOOL

The educational community of the Pérez Iborra 
school took part in our School’s ‘Share the Li-
ght’ voluntary work project through a financial 
contribution. They also gave us boxes of clothes, 
school equipment and hygiene products to take 
to City of Joy. Thank you very much! 

January 2018
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DON BOSCO CELEBRATIONS
The Don Bosco celebrations featured games, 
sports activities and the traditional raffle. This 
year, the event also featured Holy Communion 
administered by Cristóbal López, our Provin-
cial Superior, who has been appointed Archbi-
shop of Rabat.

TALK ABOUT DON BOSCO
Second-year students from the Higher-Level 
VETs attended the talk titled “Equilibrios en la 
cuerda educativa del siglo XXI”. Gabino Carmona, 
a teacher at the Salesianos Córdoba, explained 
how to face up to new challenges and to appre-
ciate the important things in life.

THE BOSCO RUN 
On 28 January, we held the third edition of The 
Bosco Run, which featured the participation of 
over 150 runners. This is a fund-raising event 
to finance the ‘Repassem Junts’ project.

SELECTED FOR THE EUROPEAN YOUTH 
PARLIAMENT

Six students from the International Bacca-
laureate participated in the European Youth 
Parliament, the EU’s largest political debating 
platform: the students were selected to parti-
cipate in the national phase in Córdoba. 

February 2018
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TECHNICAL VISIT TO A WIND FARM
The students from the Higher-Level VET on Re-
newable Energies visited the wind farm of Les 
Colladetes, located near El Perelló (Baix Ebre) 
to see how a real wind turbine operates and ob-
serve its behaviour from close up.

VISITS FROM INSPECTORS 
After the Don Bosco week, we received visits 
from inspectors such as Miguel Canino, Carles 
Rubio, Emilia Rosado, Mercedes Aldaz (FMA) 
and the management team of the Santa Doro-
tea Salesian school. 

GUARRO CASAS TALK
Daniel Domínguez, product manager of 
Arjowiggins-Guarro Casas, explained the 
different de luxe coating materials for binding 
and packaging to the students of the Printed 
Publications and Multimedia Design and 
Editing VET.

PRESENT AT THE YOMO
Projects by the VET students were presented 
at the YOMO Fair, which is part of the Mobile 
World Congress. One of the projects showcased 
was a robotic arm with artificial vision that 
is capable of collecting or stacking targets, in 
this case chocolate coins. 
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“WOMEN, TECHNOLOGY AND EMERGING 
TEACHING METHODS” CONGRESS

Nuria Salan, Elsa Giménez and Ricard Viapla-
na took part in the “Women, Technology and 
Teaching Methods” Congress which addressed 
innovation in education and alternative eva-
luation. It also featured a PBL workshop with 
Miguel Ángel Ariza.

ATTENDANCE AT THE TACART
Eduard Marta and Mar López attended the TacArt 
Congress to talk about the ground-breaking 
experience of the new multidisciplinary Apps 
project that involves the participation of 
students from three different training cycles.

HIGHER-LEVEL VET MECHANICS STUDIES 
AT ADVANCED FACTORIES

The students of the Higher-Level VET in Mecha-
nics visited Advanced Factories, the industrial 
processing congress. The students took part in 
a networking space that brings companies and 
students into contact.

DON BOSCO AWARD 
The students from the Higher-Level VET in Me-
chanics presented the SPD Maker project, a re-
volutionary machine in the pharmaceutical sec-
tor that provides a more effective and safer way 
of preparing medication for chronic patients.

March 2018
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2018 “SALÓ DE L’ENSENYAMENT”
Once again we took part in the ‘Saló de 
l’Ensenyament’, held on an annual basis in 
Barcelona. Visitors got the chance to peruse the 
entire educational and training offer, as well as 
to discover some of the projects carried out by 
the school’s students.

TALKS ON AVOIDING ADDICTIVE 
SUBSTANCES

Students from the Middle-Level VET Automotive 
course took part in a talk on avoiding addictive 
substances. The talk was organised by the 
school in collaboration with the social services 
of the district of Sarrià.

PREMIÈRE OF THE JOSEPH MUSICAL
Over 200 people had a great time at the Pre-
mière of the Joseph Musical performed by the 
drama group of the MJS of Salesians Sarrià. 
The audience was treated to one of the most 
classic stage musicals. 

INTERNATIONAL PRACTICE ENTERPRISES 
TRADE SHOW 

Students and teachers of the Administrative 
Management and Administration and Finance 
Course became workers of the make-believe 
companies Libros y Revistas EDB and Hotel 
Bosco Barcelona for the day at the 13th edition of 
the International Practice Enterprises Trade Show 
in Fanano (Italy).

April 2018
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CATSKILLS COMPETITION
Franco Lacueva, a student from the Telecom-
munications Middle-Level VET, took part in 
Catskills, the Vocational Training Champions-
hips of Catalonia, where the students compete 
in 33 different trades. The student manufactu-
red a printed circuit board.

SANT JORDI
For Sant Jordi we organised readings, musical 
performances and the handover of the literature 
and poetry awards. A stall was also set up on the 
Avenida Diagonal where the typical roses were 
sold for charity purposes, namely to raise money 
for ‘Share the Light’.

SPORTS’ NIGHT
Students, alumni and school personnel held 
the 2018 Sports’ Night. Football, basketball and 
volleyball matches were organised in which 
over 300 people from the educational commu-
nity took part.

May 2018

IB STUDENTS SELECTED FOR 
INTERNATIONAL FORUMS

Three students from the International Bacca-
laureate were selected for the European Youth 
Parliament, a political debate organised by the 
European Union. The students were took part 
in committees with the other schools from the 
Autonomous Communities.
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AGREEMENT WITH REPRISE XEROX
The Reprise company, which engages in printing 
consultancy for companies, loaned us a Xerox 
Digital printing machine. The system allowed 
Graphic Arts students to print their course pro-
jects in high-resolution using a broad variety of 
materials.

VISIT BY A SCHOOL FROM AUSTRIA
A party of 20 students and 3 teachers from the 
Austrian HTL Vocklabruck school visited Sa-
lesians Sarrià to learn more about the Catalan 
Educational System and the characteristics of 
Dual VET. This meeting heralds the beginning 
of an international collaboration with the Aus-
trian School. 

RESULTS OF THE KANGAROO MATHS 
COMPETITION

Three Baccalaureate students from the school 
came in in 94th, 162nd and 213th place out of 
3,868 in the Kangaroo Maths Competition held 
at Salesians Sarrià. This event allows students 
to enjoy mathematics by solving challenges that 
stimulate their abilities.

LIDERPACK PRIZE-WINNER
The Graphic Arts students that developed Levi-
tate, the easy-to-assemble packaging thanks 
to a design that features slots made in the ac-
tual cardboard, picked up the Liderpack award 
in the “Young Packaging Design” category. 
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STUDENT FAREWELL
Another year ended, and the school said goodbye 
to students from the Spanish Baccalaureate, 
International Baccalaureate, Middle-and 
Higher-Level VET and PFI who completed 
their education in the 2017-2018 academic 
year. The management and the teaching staff 
congratulated them on their work and wished 
them all the best in the future. 

GREEN BREATH CARRIES OFF THE  
“RETO EMPRENDE”

Three International Baccalaureate students 
won the “Reto Emprende” with their Green 
Breath project, a bracelet that detects levels 
of pollution and is intended to curb related 
deaths. The prize was a trip to Silicon Valley.

INCUBATOR AWARD IN THE ENTERPRISE 
CHALLENGE

The Baccalaureate students who developed 
the “Take this Way” App were selected to 
take part in the “Reto Emprende” incubator. 
The students will have the chance to present 
their project at the YouthStart European 
Entrepreneurship Award 2018 due to be held 
in Dublin in November.

GREEN ROOFS
Barcelona City Council chose our Green Roofs 
project from among more than 45 entries to 
promote the implementation of new green 
roofs. The proposal will give the school a green 
area where photovoltaic panels and two wind 
turbines will be installed.
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MARY HELP FESTIVAL
Once again this year, the school celebrated 
the memory of Mary Help. The event featured 
different recreational and sports activities. 
Moreover, all the students and the school 
personnel were treated to a butifarrada in the 
yard. 

June 2018

WRO BARCELONA
For the third year running, we hosted the lo-
cal Barcelona tournament of the World Robot 
Olympiad, one of the most important educa-
tional robotics competitions in the world. This 
year, 17 teams participated in the Elementary, 
Junior and Football Categories.

FINALISTS AT MSCHOOL
Students and Teachers from the Higher-
Level VET in Administration, Graphic Arts and 
Information Technology were finalists in the 
mSchools Student Awards 2018 competition in 
the APP Education category.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP COMPETITION 
FINALISTS

Students from the Higher-Level VET in Admi-
nistration and Finance participated in the 11th 
Competition for entrepreneurs of the High 
Pyrenees and Aran and in the 6th Competition 
for entrepreneurial initiatives in vocational 
training held in Seu d’Urgell.
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SPD MAKER, FINALIST IN THE INNOVAFP 
AWARD

The system created and developed by 
Mechanics students to fill blisters was a fi- 
nalist in the InnovaFP awards (Premio 
Bankia) on the closing day of the InnovaFP and 
“Entrepreneurial Network” Programmes held at 
the Escola del Treball de Lleida.

‘SHARE THE LIGHT’, FINALIST IN THE 
BLANQUERNA IMPULSA AWARDS

The school’s volunteer project was the first 
finalist in the health area of the Premios 
Blanquerna Impulsa organised by the 
Universidad Ramon Llull. The competition 
grants awards to actions targeting sustainable 
development. 

OFFICIAL OPENING OF THE CO-WORKING 
SPACE

The school has opened a co-working space for 
former students who wish to carry out their 
projects and put their ideas into practice. The 
presentation was attended by representatives 
of educational institutions.

STUDENT CONFIRMATIONS
Seven students from the school who partici-
pate in the MJS received their confirmation in 
the Mary Help shrine accompanied by various 
members of the educational community, 
godfathers and godmothers, family and friends. 
The celebration was presided over by Assistant 
Bishop, Msgr Sergi Gordo.
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BUILDING A HEN-HOUSE IN ‘CITY OF JOY’
The ‘Share the Light’ expedition built a hen- 
house in ‘City of Joy’ that will allow the girls 
in the home to improve their eating habits by 
increasing their daily protein intake.

GOOD RESULTS IN THE INTERNATIONAL 
BACCALAUREATE

86.4% of the students of the first class to 
graduate from the International Baccalaureate 
were successful in the Diploma Programme 
with a pass rate above the international 
average and above the pass percentage in 
Spain in recent years.

July 2018

IB STUDENTS AT SILICON VALLEY
The three International Baccalaureate students 
and the tutor of the Green Breath project that 
won the Entrepreneur Challenge were treated 
to a week at Silicon Valley. The team visited the 
most innovative companies and universities: 
Google, Stanford University, Netflix, etc. 

SUMMER CLUB
Once again this summer, the school organised 
its Summer Club for children and teenagers 
whose parents are teachers and administrative 
and services staff. Workshops, sports activities 
and handicraft activities were organised 
throughout June and July. 
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The educational community:

PRESS
REVIEW

Promoting educational innovation and 
entrepreneurship among our students, the media 
published different reports, interviews and articles 
about the projects carried out by the students at 
the school and about the college’s activities.

Green Breath, a bracelet that detects pollution and 
was developed by students on the International 
Baccalaureate, won the Entrepreneur Challenge. 
TVE, RAC1, El Mundo, Europa Press and Ràdio 4 are 
but some of the media that reported the success of 
this innovative project. Another idea developed by 
the Spanish Baccalaureate students and that also 
participated in the competition organised by Obra 
Social de La Caixa is ‘Take this Way’, an application 
for smartphones that can be used to pay for public 
transport online. La Vanguardia, ABC, Betevé and 
Cadena Ser, among others, interviewed the students 
that developed this groundbreaking App.

La Vanguardia and El Economista, among other 
media, published the project developed by students 
from the Higher-Level VET in Mechanics. SPD Maker 

is a system that automatically fills blisters with 
medication for chronic patients in order to improve 
the safety of the process.

Besides the projects carried out by the students, the 
college also staged different activities, such as the 
special day about the role of women in technology 
and a Project-Based Learning workshop that made 
the news in La Vanguardia, Educación 3.0 and El 
Economista. Betevé published a report about The 
Bosco Run, organised on a yearly basis by Salesians 
Sarrià. 

The El Periódico daily carried an interview with one 
of the students from the college that travelled to 
Zambia as part of the ‘Share the Light’ supportive 
project.
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Download the Salesians 
press dossier

ACCES THE PRESS DOSSIER >

https://www.salesianssarria.com/ca/actualitat/mitjans
https://www.salesianssarria.com/ca/actualitat/mitjans
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The educational community:

SALESIANS
HUMAN TEAM

Our team is comprised of professionals 
from different backgrounds that allow 
us to provide a quality education and 
support our students throughout their 
formative years.

Having a team that is close to the students and their families 
is one of the college’s ultimate goals. To this end, throughout 
the year all groups receive personalised tutoring and teaching 
that allows us to adapt to each student and assist them in 
their work throughout the academic year. This work is carried 
out by a team of teachers in collaboration with the Educational 
Psychology Assessment Department.

Every year, we work hard to promote our students’ values and 
professional skills in order to prepare them for the future 
and to ensure that they will find gainful employment. To this 
end, our teaching staff promotes aspects such as innovation and 
entrepreneurship by means of different programmes and activi-
ties in the course of the year.

The Salesians Sarrià team is also comprised of administration 
and service personnel who help the students and their families 
with registration formalities, to participate in the different ac-
tivities, provide them with assistance throughout the year, etc.
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Management team

ADMINISTRATOR

Vicenç Sánchez

HEAD OF MIDDLE-LEVEL VET STUDIES

Eloy González

HEAD OF HIGHER-LEVEL VET STUDIES 

Josep Cartañà
PRINCIPAL

José Abascal

HEAD OF BACCALAUREATE STUDIES 

Carlos Escriche
VICEPRINCIPAL

Francisco Álamo

PASTORAL HEAD

Rafael Rodríguez

SAPP HEAD

Marta Pujol

Baccalaureate

SOCIAL AND HUMANITIES

Rosanna Almela (head)
José Abascal
Agustín de Andrés
Josep Anguera
Arantxa Berganzo
Agustí Carrillo
Sebastián Castro
Marc Dalmases
Meritxell De la Orden
Ana Durán
Saoia Escobar

Míriam Fernández
Carlos Iván Hernández
Rubèn Intente
Arturo Jiménez
Montse Llorens 
Juanjo Moreno
Lurdes Nieto
Elisenda Pont
Mª Àngels Pueyo
Mireia Solé
Glòria Tascón

Matilde Martín (head)
Dolors Aboy
Isabel Arnal 
Arantxa Berganzo
Laura Chao
Dani Cruz
Eduardo De Toro
Alfons Escobosa 
Julia Ferrández 

Javier Gómez
Eugeni González
Marta Jiménez
José Juan 
Rosa Martínez-Márquez
Miquel Pera
Ángeles Redón
Rafa Rodríguez 
Carina Rubio

Carlos Escriche (head) 
Julia Ferrández
Javier Gómez
José Juan 
Ángeles Redón

SCIENCES TECHNOLOGY
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Electrics/Electronics

Mixt Departament

Núria Gallinat (head) 
Paco Álamo
Ofèlia Arana 
Xavier Bassons
Plàcid Béjar
Katharina Brüning 

Marta Carrete
Sebastián Castro
Cristina Coma
Daniel Cruz
Ana Durán
María José Fernández

Xavier Fernández 
Francesc Folch
M. José Gallardo
Miquel Jordi García 
Javier Gómez
Román González 

Ramon Guàrdia
José Manuel Martínez 
Judith Mundet
Joan Nogués 
Susanna Pedrosa
Marta Pujol

Julio Sáenz de Tejada 
Manuel Segura
Aureli Solà
Cristina Tudela 
Francesc Xavier Vilaró
Toni Zafra

Lluis Vilaplana (head) 
Josep Mª Capdevila (deputy) 
Óscar Aguilera 
Joan Aguilera
Juan Carlos Alonso 

Oriol Argany
Jordi Castells 
Luis Colado 
Oriol Collell
Marc Dalmases 

Eloy González
David Martínez 
Félix Moreno
Javier Rodríguez
Carlos Salinas 

Joan Samarra
Josep Mª Serra 
Dani Serra 
Ferran Sesé 
Pep Vela 

Toni ZafraOriol Argany
Jordi Castells 
Luis Colado 
Oriol Collell

Marc Dalmases 
Eloy González
David Martínez 
Félix Moreno

Javier Rodríguez
Carlos Salinas 
Joan Samarra
Josep Mª Serra 

Dani Serra 
Ferran Sesé 
Pep Vela 
Toni Zafra
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Mechanics/Automotive

Ricardo Gámez (head) 
Jose Manuel Alcántara (deputy)
Xavier Bassons
Miguel Ángel Buendía
Eduard Calduch

Information and Technology

Isabel Varela (head) 
Santi Fuentes (deputy)
Óscar Aguilera 
Raül Aragonés

Sergi Carreras
Jordi Castells 
Laura Domingo
Josep Gutiérrez

Raúl López 
Jordi Molinero
Marc Morales
Vanessa Moreno 

Xavier París
Carlos Salinas
José Luis Sánchez 
Dani Serra

Josep Solé 
Jordi Teixidor
Begonya Vicente 
Ramon Voces

Josep Cartañà
Carles del Àguila 
Raúl Fernández 
Pau Giralt

Pasqual Giralt 
Alberto Gómez
Eduard Gómez
Javier Gomez

David Gonzalo
Francesc Monzonís 
Àngel Nicolau
Narcís Oller 

Jorge Carlos Pellitero 
Rafael Ríos 
Miquel Sánchez 
Rafael Val
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Remei Barderi

Administration and Service

REGISTRY

COLLEGE-ENTERPRISE

PRINCIPAL
SECRETARY

Isabel Arnal (head)
Mercè Avellana
Maribel Horna
Antoni Martín 
Laura Núñez 
Elisabet Sánchez

Raúl López (head) 
Maite Fontana 
Jordi Ribes
Susana Sánchez

INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
Laura Ramírez

LIBRARY

CONCIERGE

Remei Barderi

Macarena Arroyo 
Ciano Carnero
Francesc Pagés 
Maite Quera

QUALITY
David Martínez

INFORMATION 
TECHNOLOGY AND 
COMMUNICATION (ITC)

TAC ASSESSOR

MAINTENANCE

Josep Gutiérrez

Juan Carlos Martínez (head)
Ciano Carnero 
Iván Romero

José María Moyano (coordinator)
Carlos Franco 

ADMINISTRATION

COMMUNICATION
AND PROMOTION
Silvia Osorio 
Mónica Serrano

Vicenç Sánchez (head) 
Francesc Cruz
Cristina Reguera

Psycho-pedagogical Counselling Service
Marta Pujol (head) Cristina Tudela Elisenda Pont Serra

Remei Barderi
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RECTOR  
(CHAIRMAN OF 
THE COUNCIL)

REPRESENTATIVES OF 
THE TEACHING STAFF

PARENTS’  
REPRESENTATIVES

REPRESENTATIVES OF 
THE ADMINISTRATION 
AND SERVICES STAFF

OWNER’S 
REPRESENTATIVES

José Abascal

José María Moyano

Francisco Álamo
Vicenç Sánchez
Joaquim Marsan

Antonio Zafra
Josep Gutiérrez
Miguel Ángel Buendía
Agustí Carrillo

Montserrat Busto
Jordi Monlloch
Maria Aránzazu Suau
Maria Elvira Olarte

STUDENTS’  
REPRESENTATIVES
Aran Gascón
Mario Venegas 

Pastoral and MJS’ monitors

PASTORAL TEAM
Rafa Rodríguez (head) 
Ana Durán
Joan Nogués 
Toni Zafra

Verónica Collado 
Paula García

Natalia Gijón
Anna Vidal

SALESIANS YOUTH ACTION 
MONITORS (MJS)

College Council
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The educational community:

YEAR
2018/2019

In the 2018-2019 academic year, the college hosted 
more than 1600 students in post-compulsory 
education. They all help us to understand current 
educational and training needs and to learn 
together in a respectful educational setting.

In this 2018-2019 academic year, Salesians Sarrià has 59 groups distributed 
across the Spanish Baccalaureate, International Baccalaureate, Middle and  
Higher-Level VET and Training and Insertion Programmes (PFI). Throughout 
this education and training, students enjoy the support of their tutor and of 
all the teachers involved in the teaching-learning process and who accompany 
the young people in their growth. 

Would you like to download 
a high-res photograph 

of your group?

DOWNLOAD IT HERE! >

https://photos.google.com/share/AF1QipM7KwyZ0aywIbQJQLft-1WGQ2ID1yw6DHLzooyGUk7gAZeXhTOMcmOD-u9yl5W4Ag?key=SHpBUDZfUE9VOU5ELXhEWnA4dGVUQ2tmRHk0TEN3
https://photos.google.com/share/AF1QipM7KwyZ0aywIbQJQLft-1WGQ2ID1yw6DHLzooyGUk7gAZeXhTOMcmOD-u9yl5W4Ag?key=SHpBUDZfUE9VOU5ELXhEWnA4dGVUQ2tmRHk0TEN3
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B1A
Technologic Baccalaureate

B1C
Health Science Baccalaureate

B1E
Social Science Baccalaureate

B1B
Technologic / Health Science Baccalaureate

B1D
Scientist / Health Science Baccalaureate

B1F
Social Science / Humanities / Art Baccalaureate
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IB1A 
International Baccalaureate

IB1C 
International Baccalaureate

B2B
Technologic Baccalaureate

IB1B 
International Baccalaureate

B2A
Technologic Baccalaureate

B2C
Health Science Baccalaureate
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B2F
Social Science / Humanities Baccalaureate

IB2B
International Baccalaureate

IB2A
International Baccalaureate

M1TC
1st Middle-Level Vet Telecommunications 
Installation 

B2D
Scientist / Health Science Baccalaureate

B2E
Social Science Baccalaureate
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M1IE
1st  Middle-Level Vet Electrical And 
Automations Installations 

M1AU1  
1st Middle-Level Vet Vehicle Electro-Mechanics 

M1IN1
1st Middle-Level Vet Micro-It Systems And 
Networks 

M1MC
1st Middle-Level Vet Mechanics 

M1AU2
1st Middle-Level Vet Vehicle Electro-Mechanics 

M1IN2 
1st Middle-Level Vet Micro-It Systems And 
Networks 
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M1AG
1st Middle-Level Vet Digital Pre-Printing 

M2TC
2nd Middle-Level Vet IT And Telecoms Systems 

M1AD 
1st Middle-Level Vet Attention To People In 
Dependence Situation 

M2IE
2nd Middle-Level Vet Electrical And 
Automations Installations 

M1IN3
1st Middle-Level Vet Micro-It Systems And 
Networks 

M1GA
1st Middle-Level Vet Administration Management 
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M2MC 
2nd Middle-Level Mechanics 

M2AU2  
2nd Middle-Level Vet Vehicle Electro-Mechanics 

M2IN2
2nd Middle-Level Vet Micro-It Systems And 
Network 

M2AU1
2nd Middle-Level Vet Vehicle Electro-Mechanics 

M2IN1 
2nd Middle-Level Vet Micro-It Systems And 
Network 

M2IN3 
2nd Middle-Level Vet Micro-It Systems And 
Network 
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M2AD
2nd Middle-Level Vet Attention To People In 
Dependence Situation 

P1AU
Assistant In Light Vehicle Repair And 
Maintenance 

P1EL 
Assistant In Electrical Systems Installations In 
Buildings 

S1TC
1st Higher-Level Vet It And Telecoms Systems 

M2GA
2nd Middle-Level Vet Administration Managemnt 

M2AG
2nd Middle-Level Vet Digital Pre-Printing 
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S1AR 
1st Higher-Level Vet Industrial Robotics 
& Automation 

S1PM 
1st Higher-Level Vet Mechanical Production 
Programming 

S1AM
1st Higher-Level Vet Applications 
Development Multi Platform 

S1ER
1st Higher-Level Vet Renewable Energies 

S1DM 
1st Higher-Level Vet Mechanical Manufacturing 
Design 

S1SX 
1st Higher-Level Vet Online It Network 
Administration 
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S2TC 
2nd Higher-Level Vet IT And Telecoms Systems 

S2ER
2nd Higher-Level Vet Renewable Energies 

S2AR 
2nd Higher-Level Vet Industrial Robotics 
& Automation 

S2PM
2nd Higher-Level Vet Mechanical Production 
Programming 

S1AG 
1st Higher-Level Vet Design & Creation Of 
Print Publications & Multimedia 

S1AF 
1st  Higher-Level Vet Finance And Administration 
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S2DM 
2nd Higher-Level Vet Mechanical Manufacturing 
Design 

S2SX 
2nd Higher-Level Vet Online It Network 
Administration 

S2AF
2nd Higher-Level Vet Finance And Administration 

S2AM 
2nd Higher-Level Vet  Applications 
Development Multi Platform 

S2AG 
2nd Higher-Level Vet Design & Creation Of Print 
Publications & Multimedia 
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OPEN 
DAYS 

February 24th 
and April 6th 

Baccalaureate  •  International Baccalaureate 

Middle-Level VET  •  Higher-Level VET  •  PFI 

Continuing Education and Training 

WE WAIT FOR YOU! 

SALESIANS SARRIÀ
Pg. Sant Joan Bosco, 42 08017 Barcelona Tel. 932 031 100

www.salesianssarria.com

MORE INFORMATION HERE >

https://www.salesianssarria.com/ca/portes-obertes
https://www.salesianssarria.com/ca/portes-obertes
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